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Songs bring back the best
memories of special times

By John Toth

Editor and Publisher

I was all set to write a column
about some current events when I
muted the TV set, turned on Youtube
and started
playing Top
40 hits from
the 1960s and
‘70s.
Hours
Editor and Publisher passed by as
I listened to
one song after another. Each one
transported me to a different period
of my youth.
Certain smells do the same thing.
When I smell pine trees, I think back

Ramblings
By John Toth

of all the summers I spent in New
Hampshire working at a summer
camp. And even before that, when I
was a camper in my early teens.
The first thing that hit me after
getting off that smelly Trailways
bus was the fragrance from all the
pine trees. It was unforgettable.
We took some deep breaths of that
very special air, the kind that city
life lacked.
Then, after a couple of days, we
took it for granted, until the next
summer when we got off the bus
again and took a big whiff again.
But I’m here today to write about
the songs, not the air.
(Continued on Page 5)

Pro baseball’s haves and have-nots
By Peter Funt

A

Special to The Bulletin

s a social experiment, I once
asked random people on the
street what they would do if
they won $10 million. One earnest
woman said she would buy a new
computer. A young man indicated he
would pay off his student loan.
While I had been specific about
“$10 million,” it soon became clear
that what most people were able to
process from my question was “a lot
of money.” Moreover, they related

the query to their own immediate
needs. I imagine if I had asked
the same question of a homeless
person he might have said, “a
warm blanket.” On the other hand,
someone like, say, Jeff Bezos
would presumably have a different perspective, maybe selecting
a new satellite TV system for a
favorite yacht.
So, Mike Trout, pray tell: Now
that your contract extension with
the Los Angles Angels has made

(Continued on Page 7)

The View from My Seat

Tackling the daily hassles and tasks
By Ernie Williamson
Special to The Bulletin

Days on the tennis court are
replaced by days at the library.
Friends I worked with are replaced
by friends in therapy.
Days at the park with grandkids
are replaced by days playing board
games with them.
Supporting my wife has been
replaced by leaning on her.
Hope for the future is replaced by

the challenge of making it through
another day.
These are life-changing adjustments I have been forced to make
since becoming a paraplegic seven
years ago. For the most part, I was
warned about them, anticipated
them and have learned to manage,
if not accept them.
Other less significant issues
continue to crop up that nobody

(Continued on Page 6)
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BC starts online registration for summer, fall semesters
Priority registration for Brazosport
College’s summer and fall semesters has started.
Beginning Monday, April 1,
registration opened for veterans,
preapproved honors and dual credit
students. Students are encouraged
to register and pay tuition and fees
online from their own computers at
their convenience. Open registration
for all students begins on Monday,
April 29.
All summer and fall registration

dates are as follows:
— April 8: Students with 45 or
more credits completed.
— April 15: Students with 30 or
more credits completed.
— April 22: Students with 15 or
more credits completed.
— April 29: Open registration
begins.
To register online, students can
use Brazosport College’s registration system, myBC, which can be
found at www.brazosport.edu/mybc.

JACKPOT!: A man, who was pulled over for speeding, locked his
keys inside his car when Monroe County, Fla., deputies told him they
were going to search the vehicle. So a towing company came and
opened up the vehicle, and deputies found small amounts of cocaine,
heroin, methamphetamine, amphetamine pills and marijuana inside. In
addition, his license has been suspended since April 2012, and he had
been arrested for driving on a suspended license three previous times.
He also had a warrant out for his arrest for not showing up to court for a
traffic violation.
THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU WILL HEAR OF THIS!
After a drug dealer sold a man a backpack full of rabbit chow instead of
marijuana, his victim called the cops and falsely accused the dealer of
breaking into their Stroudsburg, Pa. home and robbing them of $1,500.
Both the dealer and his accuser wound up getting arrested.
MIND RECITING THE ALPHABET, SIR? Evcn though he had
been arrested for drunk driving 10 times before and had an open can
of beer on the center console of his car, an intoxicated 66-year-old man
pulled up and parked behind the cruiser of a state trooper who was
directing traffic in Oconto, Wisc., and then got out of his car and engaged
him in conversation. The trooper figured this one out pretty quickly.
HEE-HEE, YOU’LL NEVER CATCH ME … WHAM! A man
who stole a bicycle in Tucson, Ariz., was pedaling away from the furious
owner who was chasing him when he was hit by an SUV.
PLUS, HE’S PROBABLY NOT TOO BRIGHT: A 17-year-old
boy, who tried to steal a car outside a dealership in Trondheim, Norway,
had to call the police to rescue him when he found himself trapped inside
the vehicle. It was unclear why the doors of the car had locked. He was
known to police for petty crimes.
ONCE A PERVERT, ALWAYS A PERVERT?: A man secretly
placed a camera in the employees’ ladies’ room at his Portland, Ore.,
workplace, and filmed people using the facilities for more than a year. He
was fired, and, while facing a 71-count indictment, got another job, and
once again set up a secret camera in the employees’ bathroom there.
DON’T THEY PINCH?: A man left his three-year-old child in his
car in the parking lot of a grocery store in Susquehanna Township, Pa.,
and then went in and tried to shoplift crab legs by stuffing them down his
pants.
YOU CAN HAVE THE STUFF BACK, OFFICER, CATCH! A
woman who had shoplifted ladies’ lingerie from a department store in
Portage, Ind., led police on a high-speed chase as she tossed undergarments out of her vehicle while traveling at more than 100 mph. It ended
when her tires were shredded by police spike strips.

New students are not immediately
eligible for online registration, but
can start the registration process by
applying at www.ApplyTexas.org.
After the application process is
completed, prospective students will
receive a Student I.D., username
and a PIN number.
For more information, visit
www.brazosport.edu/register or call
the college’s main switchboard at
(979) 230-3000.
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Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
SAME OLD DOLLAR BILL
Q. Take a look at the paper currency in your purse or wallet and
notice that, except for the $1 bill, the
$5, $10, $20, and higher amounts
have larger portraits, more colorful backgrounds and embedded
security details. Why has the $1 bill
remained virtually unchanged since
1929?
A. The decision to redesign a
paper currency stems primarily from
the security needs of the nation
and the concern about counterfeiting, says Dan Lewis on his “Now I
Know” website. Older bills lack the
security features of the newer ones,
making them easier to fake. For
larger denominations that’s a big
problem, but it’s questionable if the
same is true for smaller bills like the
$1. Imagine trying to buy a television with all singles; it would take
a stack more than 2” tall to equal
$500.
And there’s a second reason why
the $1 hasn’t been updated: The
National Automatic Merchandising
Association, a trade organization and lobbying arm of vending
machine owners, opposes any
change, since vending machines
take $1 bills, and the reader on
those machines is built for the cur-

rent $1 configuration. “Whenever
the Treasury floats some ideas for a
new George, the vending machine
lobby fights back — successfully to
date.”
Concludes Lewis: “So long as
people like potato chips, sodas and
candy bars, expect the bill to remain
as is— unless someone figures
out a profitable way to counterfeit
George Washingtons.”
BREAKTHROUGH
TRANSPLANT
Q. In 1954, the first successful
kidney transplant was performed,
and within some 15 years, the
liver, the heart and the pancreas
followed. Now, after 10 failures, a
breakthrough implant involving a
deceased organ donor has been
achieved. What is the organ?
A. The uterus. The recipient was
a 32-year-old woman born without
a uterus due to a rare genetic disorder, the donor a 45-year-old who
had died of a brain hemorrhage,
reports “New Scientist” magazine.
Surgeons in Brazil spent 10 1/2
hours connecting veins, arteries,
ligaments and the vaginal canal,
after which the recipient was given
immunosuppressant drugs and
others. Once the organ was successfully incorporated, the woman
received her own fertilized eggs
produced from in-vitro fertilization.
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After 35 weeks and three days,
a healthy baby girl weighing 2.55
kilograms (5.6 pounds) was born by
caesarean section. During delivery,
the uterus was removed so that the
immunosuppressant therapy could
be ended.
Commenting on the lack of live
donors, Brazilian team leader
Dani Ejzenberg said, “The use of
deceased donors could greatly
broaden access to this treatment.”
ANOTHER MIRACLE CURE
Q. Bloodletting, lobotomy, cautery, and enemas are just some of
the “tools” used in the past to slice,
dice, douse and drain the human
body in the name of “curing” it.
What was behind the “water cure”
touted in the 1990s?
A. “Our modern medical advice
to drink ‘eight glasses of water a
day’ originates from hydropathy
treatments…” but some quacks
took this good idea and pushed it
to excess, say Lydia Kang MD and
Nate Pedersen in “Quackery: A
Brief History of the Worst Ways to
Cure Everything.” In his 1992 book,
“Your Body’s Many Cries for Water,”
Dr. Fereydoon Batmanghelidj
claimed that “dehydration was the
cause of ‘many painful degenerative
diseases, asthma, allergies, hypertension, excess body weight, and
some emotional problems, including
depression.’ The cure? Drink water.
A lot of water.” Eight glasses? Try
thirty. [DON’T!]
The physician drew on his own
experience as a political prisoner
in Iran, where he treated his fellow
inmates; lacking proper medical
tools, he turned to water, the only
thing available. Pain, he argued,
was the body’s way of calling out for
more water. Though his claims had
no scientific basis, his book became
a bestseller in the 1990s and
remains in print and popular today.
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

DID YOU KNOW?
• Queen Victoria was addicted to
cocaine-infused gum.
• Neanderthals are often depicted
as being hunched over because the
first skeleton discovered happened
to have arthritis.
• A magnitude 15 earthquake
would destroy the planet.

Please tell our advertisers that you
saw their ads in The Bulletin
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Quinn on nutrition: How to take good care of your kidneys P.E.O. DA chapter installs new president
By Barbara Quinn

The Monterey County Herald (TNS)

Call them the great filters. Every
day, 120 to 150 quarts of blood are
strained through our two fist-sized
kidneys. During this process, these
little organs produce 1 to 2 quarts
of urine to rid the body of waste and
excess fluid.
And our kidneys do a lot more
than that. They produce enzymes
that help normalize blood pressure.
They make a hormone that tells the
body to make red blood cells — the
blood’s oxygen carriers. And they
activate a form of vitamin D that
works with calcium to maintain the
strength of our bones.
All the more reason to keep these
valuable organs in good working
order. Here are some good strategies:
If you have diabetes, keep
your blood sugars under control.

According to the National Kidney
Foundation kidney.org), excess
sugar (glucose) in the blood puts
extra pressure on the kidney’s filtering mechanism. When the kidneys
are injured, then can’t clean blood
properly, causing a build-up of water
and toxic waste.
Maintain a normal blood
pressure. According to the
National Institute of Diabetes and
Digestive and Kidney Diseases
(NIDDK), the kidney’s filtering units
can be damaged when the force of
blood surging through the kidneys is
high. One well-studied diet strategy to lower blood pressure is the
DASH diet, which stands for Dietary
Approaches to Stop Hypertension
(Hypertension is a fancy word for
high blood pressure).
The DASH eating plan has been
confirmed to lower blood pressure
… and not just by cutting back

NEW RENOVATIONS
DECKING COMPANY
Let us build your new deck 5-Year Warranty on All Work

Domestic

Composite

Exotic

Call us today for a FREE estimate

(979)900-7437 newrenovations.net

on salt. It features vegetables,
fruits, whole grains, low fat dairy
foods, fish, poultry, beans, nuts
and vegetable oils. DASH is rich in
potassium, magnesium and calcium
— nutrients known to help lower
blood pressure — and low in high
fat meats and sweets. Check it out
at https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/healthtopics/dash-eating-plan.
Stay hydrated. Water delivers
valuable nutrients to our kidneys
and helps them remove wastes
from our blood. Adequate fluids can
also help prevent kidney stones and
urinary tract infections.
How do you know if your kidneys
are working as they should? Protein
in the urine is one of the first signs
of kidney disease. Well-functioning
kidneys don’t allow this valuable
nutrient to escape. A simple test
called the Albumin Creatinine Ratio
uses a small amount of urine to
tell your doctor if your kidneys are
preserving a protein called albumin
or allowing it to pass into the urine.
Another useful test called the
GFR (Glomerular Filtration Rate)
estimates how well your kidneys are
working to clean wastes from your
blood. It requires a sample of blood
and a calculation based on your
race, age and gender. A GFR of 90
or better indicates your kidneys are
in good working order. Less than 60
is a sign of kidney disease.

At a recent meeting, Philanthropic Educational Organization Chapter DA
installed new officers. President Wilda Patton presented a gavel pin to
Past President Angela Pearson. The next social will be March 30 at 10
a.m. at the Wesley First United Methodist Church in Clute with Brunch
and Bunco. For more information, please contact Kathy Sanford at (979)
236-7895. Photo: Wilda Patton, Newly elected president (left) and Angela
Pearson, past president.

If you want to publicize your community or club events, send a write-up
in parapgraph form and photos to john.bulletin@gmail.com.
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Songs have a way of rekindling those special memories
(Continued from Page 1)

“To Sir with Love” by Lulu in 1967
always has taken me back to the
technical high school where I spent
so much time preparing for an engineering career, just to change my
mind in college and become a writer.
It was hot and muggy in that high
school at the beginning and end of
the school year when temperatures
in the city soared into the low 90s at
times. The school had no air-conditioning. We just opened the big
windows and let some more of the
hot air inside.
“Summer in the City” by The
Lovin’ Spoonful was a perfect fit for
these conditions. The back of my
neck was getting dirty and gritty.
Although they released the song in
1966, I didn’t become cognizant of
it until a few years later. I was too
busy country-hopping that year from

Hungary to Austria.
One early summer night I was
hurrying home from somewhere
with my mother in Vienna. It was
getting dark, and the bright neon
lights of the city shined all around
us. We were waiting for a streetcar
and were talking with some friends
when someone with a transistor
radio walked behind us playing
“Downtown” by Petula Clark.
You couldn’t order a memorysparking scene like that one if you
wanted to. The song came out two
years earlier, but that was the first
time I heard it. Ever since, it brings
back the Vienna city center with all
its lights and bustle, the amazing
things I was subjected to for the
first time in my life - like restaurants,
movies on weekends, Coca Cola,
and all the bananas and chicken I
could eat.

ADVANCED �
SKID STEER �
SERVICES

Brush Hog For Clearing Land,
House Pads, Driveways,
Auger For Digging Holes
Up To 36” Wide & 10’ Feet.
Call (979)-900-7437 for
Our Great Rates

I continued to like chicken, but it
took a while to get my taste back for
bananas after overdosing on them,
sort of.
And milk. Lots of milk. I still like
milk a lot, especially chocolate
milk. I used to get that as a snack
in grade school for a dime once I
arrived in the U.S. and was learning
the language and absorbing yet
another lifestyle change.
“Those Were the Days” by Mary
Hopkin, released in 1968, brings
back memories of those early years.
We played it at lunch on the pizzeria
jukebox around the corner from the
school, and one of our guitar-toting
camp counselors played it at camp
fires.
The counselor also knew a bunch
of Peter, Paul and Mary songs. “Puff
the Magic Dragon” and “Blowing in the Wind” continue to bring

back memories of that very special
summer in 1968 - learning to swim;
passing the swimming test that
allowed me to go to the big pier; and
hiking up Mt. Washington.
The Mt. Washington part was
quite an achievement for this city
boy. I could not have done it without
the constant nagging of my fearless
counselor.
“Leaving on a Jet Plane” takes
me back to that awful transcontinental trip in a propeller plane between
Austria and the U.S. I was sick to
my stomach when we landed, probably because I could have sworn
that the plane was going to crash in
a storm over the Atlantic.
The storm was real, but the plane
wasn’t crashing. I was dreaming
it while I was taking a nap on the
bouncing rust bucket. I knew it was
going to be a rough ride when one
of the pilots walked by us on his
way to the restroom, and I saw that

the back of his shirt was soaked in
sweat. Not a good sign.
But we made it safely, and I
waited until I got to our hotel to
throw up. There is no song needed
to remind me of that.
“Memories Are Made of This.”
Dean Martin released it in 1956,
shortly after I was born. I caught up
to it on “The Dean Martin Show” in
1968.
Color TV, first bike, looking out
the window on a dirty old city that
was my home and loving it, learning
yet another language, making lots of
friends, Decking a school bully with
a chair.
Yes, songs bring back the best
memories.
(Do you have a favorite song that
transports you back in time? What
is it? Drop me a note at john.bulle
tin@gmail.com. Or, mail it to The
Bulletin, P.O. Box 2426, Angleton,
TX 77516.)
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Being wheelchair-bound presents its constant challenges
(Continued from Page 1)

warned me about. These are not
life-changing, they are just plain
frustrating and annoying. Here are
some:
Fill ’er up
I dread needing gasoline in my
ramp van. It is down right perilous.
Imagine you are at your neighborhood Buc-ee’s vying for an unoccupied pump with what seems like
half the world’s pickup trucks. In the
middle of this, you need to deploy
your ramp and, when the coast is
clear, roll out and hope the guy in
the monster truck sees both you
and the ramp. I sometimes go to
less-crowded stations … even if
farther away and more expensive.
Fill me up
Restaurants can take the fun
out of dining out for those of us
in wheelchairs. Many tables are
so close together I often interrupt
diners by asking them to move so
I can roll down the aisle. Did you
know the Americans with Disabilities
Act requires 5 percent of a restaurant’s tables be accessible?
Those of us in wheelchairs often
sit sideways to a table because
either the table is too low or the
table legs block us from getting
close enough to the table. Eating
that way can be embarrassingly
messy.
The ADA requires an accessible
table be between 34 and 28 inches
high, have knee clearance (from
floor to bottom of table surface)
of 27 inches and an open area
between table legs of at least 30
inches.
Last point: Of all the types of
retail establishments, restaurants
seem to have the smallest restrooms, making them hard for wheelchair maneuvering. And why must
some restaurants use restrooms as
storage areas?
O.K., it wasn’t the last point:
Restaurant wait staffs should be told
not to ask people in wheelchairs if
they want a table or a booth. The
answer should be obvious.
What your mother said
Part of my rehabilitation at TIRR
Memorial Hermann involved getting
accustomed to going out in public.
One evening the staff took us out
for dinner. When we returned, a
young man said he would never do
that again. I asked why. He said he
couldn’t stand people staring.

I am not that bad, but I get
annoyed when people stare,
particularly when it is children. I
understand it. I have done it myself.
Nevertheless, I struggle to maintain my composure and not say
anything.
Unfriendly skies
Flying in an aircraft with a single
aisle? Good luck finding an accessible restroom. Federal regulations
require accessible lavatories only
in new twin-aisle aircraft. Some
disabled people refuse to fly; others

just dehydrate themselves, which
isn’t a great idea on long flights.
All dressed up
There are almost as many
devices to help the disabled get
dressed as there are devices to
help golfers improve their swings.
Sock aids. Shoe horns. Reachers.
Leg lifters. No-tie laces. No matter.
Getting dressed in a wheelchair
just takes longer. When you get
really good you tackle the ultimate
challenge: taking off a wet swimsuit
while sitting in your wheelchair.

NEW RENOVATIONS
FENCE COMPANY
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While a few at the top make hundreds of millions, baseball’s minor leaguers are working for room and board
(Continued from Page 1)

you the highest paid baseball
player in history, what are you
going to do with $426 million? And
you, lowly player in baseball’s vast
minor-league system: What are you
going to do with the $60 raise that
just brought your monthly pay to
$1,160?
Trout’s 12-year deal, the largest in professional sports history,
eclipses the 13-year agreement
signed just a few weeks ago
between the Philadelphia Phillies
and Bryce Harper for $330 million. And that topped a deal just
eight days earlier in which the San
Diego Padres gave Manny Machado
$300 million for 10 years.
In these three players alone,
baseball is investing over a billion
dollars. As someone in politics once
observed: “A billion here and a
billion there, and pretty soon you’re
talking about real money.”
Despite concern in recent
years about declining attendance,
baseball continues to thrust some
of the most lucrative contracts in
sports at its superstars. Some deals

have proved to be real clunkers.
In 2012, for instance, the Angels
agreed to pay Albert Pujols $240
over 10 years, which will make him
42 years old when the contract runs
out. Although Pujols is now primarily
a designated hitter, still great, but
not nearly worth the paycheck he’s

parison to what is paid to thousands
of minor-leaguers - and what Major
League Baseball has been willing to
do to preserve the disparity.
Last year an under-publicized
measure called the “Save America’s
Pastime Act,” became law, thanks
to lobbying by MLB. It essentially
made it legal for baseball
clubs to deny players overtime
pay, no matter how many
hours they worked beyond 40
per week.
Obviously this legislation
has no relevance whatsoever
to Major Leaguers, whose
minimum salary this season
will be $555,000. But in the low
minor leagues, where several thousand players labor, the pay checks
are painfully small. Single-A pay, as
noted, is $1,160 per month.
It is not lost on these players that
despite some dips in attendance,
Major League Baseball’s revenue
has increased for 16 straight years,
and last season topped $10 billion.
And, apparently, it’s not lost on at
least one team’s owners.
This month, as players worked

It’s feast at the top, famine on
the bottom of professional
baseball’s strange world of pay
inequity
drawing, the Angels must pay him
$28 million this season, $29 million
next season, and $30 million in
2021.
Alex Rodriguez managed to get a
10-year deal worth $275 million from
the New York Yankees. He retired in
2016, but the Yankees had to keep
paying him, with the final $27 million
delivered last year.
But the more significant issue in
baseball economics isn’t what the
sport lavishes on its superstars, it’s
how stark the figures are in com-

out in spring training - for which
non-rostered minor leaguers receive
no pay at all - the Toronto Blue Jays
announced that they are increasing
salaries for minor leaguers, once
the season begins, by 50 percent.
The other 29 MLB clubs have been
notably silent.
A vice president with the Blue
Jays, Ben Cherington, was quoted
in news reports as saying he hopes
the action will help young players
find better housing and food.
Other clubs should follow the Blue
Jays’ lead. While it’s true that lowertier players are, in effect, “auditioning” for high-paying jobs, there is

no reason they should subsist on
peanut butter sandwiches and sleep
on borrowed couches.
I can’t imagine what Mike Trout
plans to purchase with his $426
million. But I wouldn’t be surprised
if the first thing one of baseball’s
minor leaguers thought about was a
sirloin steak.
(A list of Peter Funt’s upcoming
live appearances is available at
www.CandidCamera.com. Peter
Funt is a writer and speaker. His
book, “Cautiously Optimistic,” is
available at Amazon.com and
CandidCamera.com. ©2019 Peter
Funt)
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Researchers call for oversight of brain stimulation market
By Stacey Burling

The Philadelphia Inquirer (TNS)

As the market for brain stimulation devices and apps grows, a
University of Pennsylvania instructor and a Canadian neuroethicist
are calling for more oversight of the
largely unproven technology.
In an essay in a recent issue of

the journal Science, the two argue
that consumers want and need
better information about direct-toconsumer neurotechnology products, a market that is expected to
exceed $3 billion in sales by 2020.
The category includes devices
that purport to monitor brain
activity or provide low levels of

electrical stimulation to the brain
through transcranial direct current
stimulation, or tDCS, with the goal
of improving cognitive or athletic
performance and mental health. It
also includes games and apps that
claim to sharpen thinking or monitor
mental health.
“This is an area that’s increasing

that we really need to pay attention
to,” said Anna Wexler, an instructor
in the department of medical ethics
and health policy at the University
of Pennsylvania.
These products are often marketed as science-based, but Wexler
and Peter B. Reiner, a neuroethicist
at the University of British Columbia, wrote that “one overarching
issue is whether direct-to-consumer
neurotechnologies work as advertised.”
They said many companies
have done little research on the
effectiveness of their products.
Other devices are “loosely based”
on laboratory science that may
not be applicable to a home setting. For example, products that
monitor brain activity with electroencephalography, or EEG, use fewer
electrodes than those in the lab,
and the electrodes must be placed
by untrained consumers. Scientists
themselves are still debating about

the effectiveness of many of the
approaches currently being pushed
directly to consumers.
“It’s not like a settled thing,” said
Wexler, who has been studying
neurotechnology products and
home users for several years. In a
study published last year, she found
that consumers used the devices
more often than recommended. A
typical respondent to her survey of
people who had bought the products was a wealthy, well-educated,
liberal man in his 40s. About a third
of the respondents were using the
devices to self-treat depression.
Neurostimulation is a hot
research topic, and the field
shows considerable promise, but
39 researchers signed an open
letter to the DIY transcranial direct
current stimulation community
in Annals of Neurology in 2016
outlining their concerns about doing
at-home brain stimulation outside of
scientific research.
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hot beverages cool down before
the USA, told CNN last year.
drinking,” lead author Farhad Islam
The scientists do not know
said in a statement.
those who drank less tea and at
why drinking hot tea is linked with
Tea is rarely consumed at temtemperatures below 60 degrees
esophageal cancer.
peratures above 65 degrees Celsius
Celsius.
A 2018 study, published in Annals
in the United States or Europe.
“Many people enjoy drinking tea,
of Internal Medicine, found that
However, in places like Iran, Russia,
coffee, or other hot beverages.
consuming “hot” or “burning hot”
Turkey and South America, it’s
However, according to our report,
tea is linked with a two- to five-fold
more common to serve tea at that
drinking very hot tea can increase
rise in esophageal cancer, but only
temperature or hotter, Peter Goggi,
the risk of esophageal cancer, and
among individuals who also smoke
president of the Tea Association of
it is therefore advisable to wait until
or drink alcohol.

Drinking very hot beverage may cause esophageal cancer
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (TNS)

Do you like your tea served
piping hot? Beware — you could be
doubling your cancer risk, according
to a new report.
Researcher results published
recently in the International Journal
of Cancer, to determine the association between drinking hot tea and
esophageal cancer.
Researchers examined more
than 50,000 people, aged 40-75.
They followed the participants for 10

years, tracking the temperature of
the tea they drank as well as their
overall health.
During the follow-up, 317 new
cases of esophageal cancer were
identified.
Furthermore, they found those
who drank tea warmer than 60
degrees Celsius or 140 degrees
Fahrenheit and consumed more
than 700 ml of tea daily were 90
percent more likely to develop
esophageal cancer, compared to

Colonial Dames meet in Angleton

At a recent meeting of the Tejas Bluebonnet Trails Chapter of 17th Century
Colonial Dames at the Stephen F. Austin Statue in Angleton, this genealogical group made plans to have another meeting in Brazoria County. A
program was presented to the group by Jennifer Parsley on Stephen F.
Austin in “10 Minutes.” A lunch was enjoyed by all at the Angleton Seafood
Restaurant. For more information on becoming a member of this society,
please contact Sue Harral at (281) 474-3749.
Pictured left to right: Annie Fabio Juist, Houston; Donna Loggins, West
Columbia; Tissie Schwebel, West Columbia; Carolyn Farmer, Houston;
Karen Sandu, Pearland, and Jennifer Parsley, Brazoria County Parks
Department.
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Want to turn your favorite junker into an electric vehicle?
By EarthTalk®

There’s never been a better
time to convert an old gas guzzling
car into an emissions-free electric
vehicle (EV), but some makes and
models are better suited for a socalled “EV swap” than others.
Michael Bream of San Marcos,
California’s EV West, which made
news recently with its conversions
of old VWs and Porsches into
EVs, says you could convert a ‘99
Subaru—but EV Swaps are typically
reserved for classic cars.
“A newer Subaru has a ULEV
certified (low emission) engine,
so it’s not as bad a polluter as a

classic car, and doesn’t suffer from
reliability and power issues that
classic cars typically suffer from,”
he says. “A typical conversion of a
Subaru would cost about the same
with parts and labor as a brand-new
all-wheel drive Tesla Model 3, so
unless your vehicle is extremely well
loved, or you can’t stand the thought
of selling it, then it might be a better
solution to buy or lease a new EV.”
EV West is one of a handful of
garages across North America now
specializing in EV conversions.
If you don’t want to wait to get
your car converted by one of these
shops, you’ll just have to do it your-

self (or find a local mechanic looking
for an interesting project).
Lots of companies now sell EV
conversion kits (Canadian Electric
Vehicles, Electro Automotive, Wilderness Electric Vehicles, DIY EV,
EV Source, Metric Mind Corporation, EV Drive) that include new
engines, batteries and components.
Expect to spend at least $8,000
on all the parts needed for the job
(and tack on an additional ~50
percent more if you opt for longerrange lithium ion batteries).
The labor will be up to you. DIYers should check out EVRater.com’s
“How to Build Your own Electric
Vehicle in 5 Easy Steps.”
By Andrew A. Smith

T

Tribune News Service (TNS)

he Dark Knight is 80-years old.
The first issue was dated
March 30, 1939, in “Detective Comics” #27. So DC Comics
is having a yearlong birthday party,
highlighted by “Detective Comics”
#1000, which hit the newsstands (if
there is still such a thing) on March
27.
“Detective” isn’t the first comic
book to hit that milestone — “Action
Comics” #1000 came out last year,
and Dell’s “Four Color” passed four
digits in 1959, three years before
it was canceled. But “Detective
Comics” is the book the publisher is
literally named for, and it began in
1937, before those other two books.
Plus, you know, “Detective” has
Batman and the others don’t.
So what’s in this special issue?
Well, a lot — it’s 96 pages long, with
“stories from Batman’s past, present and future.” The lead story, by
Peter J. Tomasi and Doug Mahnke,
features the debut of the videogame
character “Arkham Knight,” whose
identity is unknown, but whose
purpose is to snuff the Gotham
Guardian.
Other highlights include a twopage spread spotlighting the current
state of the Batman universe by
Jason Fabok, and a wraparound
cover by fan-favorite artist Jim Lee,
inker Scott Williams and colorist
Alex Sinclair.
Veteran Bat-writer Denny O’Neil
will present a sequel to his famous
1976 “Detective” story “There’s No
Hope in Crime Alley,” with artist
Steve Epting.

You never know these days whether the engine inside an old VW bus
or other classic car is the original gas guzzler or a new “restomod” allelectric one — unless you hear it rumbling at a stop light. (Todd Lappin,
Flickr)

Holy Geritol!

The Caped
Crusader turns 80
“Batman continues to have an
impact on entertainment worldwide”
said DC Publisher Dan DiDio in
a press release, “and the 1,000th
issue of ‘Detective Comics’ is a
testament to the creative genius of
Bob Kane and Bill Finger and is a
fitting tribute to Batman on his 80th
anniversary.” For once, the hyberbolic bombast from a publisher isn’t
much of an exaggeration.
n addition to “Detective” #1000,
DC has also published a commemorative hardback, “Detective
Comics: 80 Years of Batman the
Deluxe Edition” ($29.99). It features
a new story by former DC publisher Paul Levitz and artists Denys
Cowan and Bill Sienkiewicz, revealing a seminal moment from Bruce
Wayne’s youth.
Fleshing out the 424 pages are
a sketchbook from Bob Kane ghost
artist Lew Sayre Schwartz; essays
by various Bat-experts (including
Neil Gaiman); the first appearances
of Batgirl, Bat-Mite, Batwoman,
Clayface, Riddler, Robin, Two-Face
and more; and reprints of nonBat-related “Detective” stars over
the years, including Air Wave, Boy
Commandos, Slam Bradley, Martian
Manhunter and the 1970s Manhunter, Paul Kirk.
But there’s more to Batman’s
birthday than books (although

I

for true Bat-fans, that’s probably
enough).
The yearlong celebration began
March 14-17 at Emerald City ComicCon in Seattle with Bat-oriented
panels, but really made a splash
March 15-17 at SXSW in Austin,
Texas. According to the Austin
Chronicle, roughly 1.5 Mexican
free-tailed bats from “the planet’s
largest urban bat colony” launched
from under the Congress Avenue
Bridge March 15 for their nightly
feed, to the applause of roughly 500
attendees on the bridge itself. Other
commemorative events included
the Bat-Signal glowing on Lady Bird
Lake, and a Bat-mural by local artist
Mez Data.
here’s really not enough
room to list every 2019 Batevent across the globe. But
here are some highlights:
To the Batmobile: Select cities will
flash the Bat-Signal on Batman Day,
Sept. 21.
Global Gotham: Six Flags
and Warner Bros. theme parks
across the U.S. will celebrate
#LongLiveThe Bat, as well as
Warner Bros. Movie World Australia,
Parque Warner Madrid and Warner
Bros. World Abu Dhabi. Shanghai
will feature a special Bat-exhibit
this summer, as will Romics — the
comic book, animation and gaming
convention in Rome, Italy — in April.
Bat-Fitness: Select cities will host
5k and 10k runs in September (Batcostumes encouraged).
Revenge of Clayface: Madame
Tussauds locations in Orlando and
Sydney will unveil interactive Batexperiences in September.

T
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Most Americans don’t see a need to pay for local news
By Dom Difurio

The Dallas Morning News (TNS)

As local news outlets across the
United States face revenue and
staffing crises, a new Pew Research
Center study shows about 7 in 10
Americans think their local news
outlets are doing very or somewhat
well financially.
“Journalists tend to be quite
familiar with the financial struggles
facing their industry. … But the
public seems largely unaware of
these difficulties,” said Amy Mitchell,
the director of journalism research
at the Pew Research Center.
Pew surveyed about 35,000 U.S.
adults to better understand the
relationship between local news
organizations and their audiences.

The study found that a majority of
Dallasites prefer to get their news
through TV, and 24 percent said
they preferred to get it online.
The latest Pew study also shows
that adults in the U.S. want journalists to be a genuine part of their
communities, though there is less of
a consensus when asked whether
local journalists succeed at it.
Researchers are just beginning to
understand what the steady decline
of local news means for communities throughout the country.
More than 60 percent of counties
in the U.S. are without a newspaper
of any kind, according to recent
research from the University of
North Carolina, resulting in what
experts call news deserts. Studies

have shown that in places where
newspapers have closed down
operations, citizens face financial
consequences. In cities that lost
a newspaper between 1996 and
2015, government costs rose.
Officials worry that a lack of news
outlets also means that important
information about public safety
issues doesn’t reach citizens.
The decline of local news has
also been tied to America’s increase
in political polarization. At least
one study has shown that without
sufficient information about local
issues, Americans are more likely to
allow their opinions about national
issues to inform the way they vote
locally, even if it goes against their
best interests.
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My Answer by Billy Graham

Your search for God can stop at Jesus

Q: I really want to find God, but
I don’t know how. I’ve tried several
religions, and each time I thought
I’d finally found the truth, but then I
realized I hadn’t. Why is Jesus any
different? - J.F.
A: I’m thankful you want to find
God - because God wants you
to find Him! He loves you, and
He has done everything possible
to help you come to know Him
personally. Jesus’ promise is for
you: “Seek and you will find. ... To
the one who knocks, the door will
be opened” (Matthew 7:7-8).
How is Jesus different? Jesus is
different first of all because of who
He was: God in human flesh. So
far you have followed people who
were trying to reach up to God, but
in Jesus, God was reaching down
to us.
From all eternity, Jesus was the
divine Son of God, the Creator and

ruler of the universe. But on that
first Christmas night God came
down from Heaven and became
a man. As the Bible says, Jesus
is “the image of the invisible God”
(Colossians 1:15).
But Jesus is different also
because of what He did: He
became the final and complete
sacrifice for our sins. Sin separates
us from God, and no matter how
hard we try, we cannot bridge
that gap by ourselves. But Christ
took upon Himself the judgment
we deserved, and now He offers
us the free gift of forgiveness and
salvation.
Like any other gift, however, we
must reach out and receive God’s
gift of forgiveness by putting our
faith and trust in Jesus.
And when we do, God not only
forgives us, but He comes into
our lives and makes us part of His
family forever. By a simple prayer
of faith, ask Jesus Christ to come
into your life today – and He will!
Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,”
c/o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

March 30
April 13, April 27
9am - 3pm

Please let our advertisers know that you saw their ad in
The Bulletin
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SIDELINE CHATTER

By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

Win one for The Grifter!
The FBI’s “Operation Varsity
Blues” uncovered rich parents bribing coaches and school officials to
get their nonathlete kids into college
by passing them off as recruited
athletes and thus taking advantage
of easier entrance requirements.
Which, if I’m a UConn fan, is
now my go-to excuse for last year’s
football record.
Multiple flags
New Denver DB “Pacman” Jones
was arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct, public intoxication, intimidation and resisting arrest
at an Indiana casino. In other words,
Chargers 4, Broncos 0.
Not a bad 40 time
Baltimore Ravens QB Lamar
Jackson apologized for posting a
picture on Instagram that showed
him driving at 105 mph. On the
bright side, Vegas oddsmakers now
list Jackson at 35-1 to win the Super
Bowl and 5-2 to win the Indy 500.
Law and disorder
The minor league Jacksonville
Jumbo Shrimp are hosting “Florida
Man Night” on July 26, with the
stated intention of breaking a “weird
Florida law every inning.”
No truth to the rumor that the
Shrimp will take the field wearing
Orchids of Asia Day Spa jerseys.
Baseball Lingo 101
Q: How do MLB apologists try to
spin it when a player vanishes for
half a season because of a marijuana suspension?
A: Tommy Chong surgery.
That’ll teach ’em
If these college-basketball
scandals keep escalating, veteran
pundits fear, it could mean the
NCAA death penalty for the Stanford sailing program.
Just wondering …
With Astros hitters and pitchers
having it all over their Rangers
counterparts last season in the Wins
Above Replacement metric (55.4 to
23.1), shouldn’t Minute Maid Park
start billing itself as the best little
WARhouse in Texas?
Paging Bake McBride
Clubhouse leader for Baseball
Injury of the Year: Dodgers reliever
Joe Kelly coming down with back
tightness resulting from “standing
too long cooking.” In other words, a
medium-rare injury.

If you don’t think your business can afford advertising, let us
change your mind. Call (979) 849-5407 for the best price in
the area. We’ll work within your budget and give your ad plenty
of visibility, so that your business can grow and prosper.

ACROSS
1 Dangerous wind for small boats
5 “You’re gonna need a bigger boat”
movie
9 Barbecue rod
13 Actor Sharif
14 Verbal exams
16 Actress Lollobrigida
17 Ship-fouling organisms, on Talk
Like a Pirate Day?
19 Lights-out tune

20 Horse hue
21 Spyglass component
23 With 48-Down, mediocre
24 “Alas ... “
26 Cry of fright
27 Burning
29 Key lime __
30 Pigpen
31 Story surprises
32 What kids ask on a long trip, on
TLAP Day?

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Dollop
2 Doctors’ org.
3 Food storage area, on TLAP Day?
4 Swashbuckler Flynn
5 __ of 6-Down: French heroine
6 5-Down of __: French heroine
7 Minnesota’s state fish
8 Like a smooth-sailing clipper ship
9 Rank above cpl.
10 One tickling the ivories
11 Sitting at the dock of the bay
12 Tries a bite of
15 Taxpayer ID
18 Dissenting vote
22 Fictional Tom or real-life Diane
24 Massage facility
25 Balloon filler
26 Old anesthetic
28 Wicked one
30 Mixes
31 __ Hold ‘em
33 Enjoy, as television
34 Overjoyed
35 Chess castles
38 Shove off
39 Post-WWII babies
40 Bill for drinks, on TLAP Day?
41 Be indebted to
42 Married
43 Upper crust groups
44 Rio Grande city
48 See 23-Across
49 Rowboat propeller
50 Specialized market segment
53 Giants slugger Mel
54 All in favor
56 Director Ang __
58 Deadly snake
59 Dockworkers’ org.
60 Playfully shy
(c) 2019 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.
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Complete the grid so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solutions

HELIUM IODINE SODIUM SILVER COPPER COBALT CARBON

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

www.mybulletinnewspaper.com
36 What George Washington could
not tell, according to folklore
37 Oregon Trail wagon pullers
38 Ship’s right-front section, on
TLAP Day?
43 Sends to the Hill
45 Agrees to
46 Wonderment
47 Wood-shaping tool
48 Urgent distress signal
49 When right turns are sometimes
permitted
51 Tax agcy.
52 Dire fate
54 Two of a kind
55 The color of tropical seas
57 Cold northern region, on TLAP
Day?
61 “The Sopranos” actress Falco
62 Human trunk
63 Ring of light
64 Flatfish sometimes served
stuffed
65 Recipe amts.
66 Online auction site
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Bulletin Horoscope
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Life is
complicated. One day you are the
center of attention and the next
day you aren’t. Using logic to deal
with financial matters can backfire
during the upcoming week if you are
focused on merely making profits.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Wordless communication is never
worthless. You might experience an
intuitive link that makes a relationship feel more romantic. Friends
can bring their business expertise to
your rescue in the week to come.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
flirtatiousness will only be an issue
if you let emotions overpower your
head. New romances that blossom
in the coming week need a “wait
and see” attitude, as a permanent
relationship may be only a mirage.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You could be faced with impractical
ideas. Ask for advice from those
you trust this week, and you will
receive excellent guidance. Financial planning seminars could offer
you knowledge that is profound or
profitable.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Act as an anchor. You can be
a soothing influence on partners
who may be in too much of a hurry.
In the coming week, you may meet
those who appreciate your brilliance and ability to transcend the
ordinary.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Fight off the sleight-of-hand.
You may meet a Houdini-like character in the week ahead or find a
mysterious object in the workplace
that tricks you into making a mistake. Remain skeptical of shortcuts.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Partnerships take a turn for the
better in the beginning of the week
ahead after a brief spat or rehashing of viewpoints. Listen to your
intuitions before you act on matters
of major importance, and you won’t
go wrong.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Pavlov had a dog, and Schrodinger
had a cat. You probably have an
experiment in mind, but you also
need someone to lavish love and
affection upon. You could develop
dreams and fantasies in the week
ahead.

History of the World On This Day
APRIL 2
1513 - Spanish explorer Juan
Ponce de Leon sighted Florida. The
next day he went ashore.
1865 - Confederate President
Davis and most of his Cabinet fled
the Confederate capital of Richmond, VA.
1872 - G.B. Brayton received a
patent for the gas-powered streetcar.
APRIL 3
1776 - George Washington
received an honorary Doctor of
Laws degree from Harvard College.
1829 - James Carrington patented the coffee mill.
1860 - The first Pony Express
riders left St. Joseph, MO and
Sacramento, CA. The trip across
country took about 10 days. The
Pony Express only lasted about a
year and a half.
APRIL 4
1581 - Francis Drake was
knighted by Queen Elizabeth I. A
few months earlier he became the

first Englishman to circumnavigate
the world.
1812 - The territory of Orleans
became the 18th U.S. state and will
become known as Louisiana.
1917 - The U.S. Senate voted
90-6 to enter World War I on the
Allied side.
APRIL 5
1614 - American Indian Pocahontas married English colonist John
Rolfe in Virginia.
1621 - The Mayflower sailed from
Plymouth, MA, on a return trip to
England.
1792 - U.S. President George
Washington cast the first presidential veto. The measure was for
apportioning representatives among
the states.
APRIL 6
1607 - An expedition led by Captain Christopher Newport arrived at
the Spanish colony of Puerto Rico
for supplies before continuing on
their journey. On May 14, they went
ashore and founded Jamestown,

Virginia, as the first permanent
English colony in America.
APRIL 7
1712 - A slave revolt broke out in
New York City.
1864 - The first camel race in
America was held in Sacramento,
California.
1930 - The first steel columns
were set for the Empire State Building.
APRIL 8
1513 - Explorer Juan Ponce de
Leon claimed Florida for Spain.
1789 - The U.S. House of Representatives held its first meeting.
1834 - In New York City, Cornelius Lawrence became the first
mayor to be elected by popular vote
in a city election.
1873 - Alfred Paraf patented the
first successful oleomargarine.
1913 - The Seventeenth amendment was ratified, requiring direct
election of senators.
1946 - The League of Nations
assembled in for the last time.

Jumble
Jumbles: STUFF DAISY TRIVIA KENNEL
Answer: They couldn’t figure out why the woman had passed out. ... They didn’t have the - FAINTEST IDEA

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
New ideas can challenge even the
most adept. Don’t be waylaid by
temporary changes. Your ambitious
desires could run into roadblocks
this week so it may be best to
refrain from pushing forward an
agenda.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Hard work is the only sure way
to reach a modicum of success.
Surprises might offer challenges
so be prepared to shift gears at the
drop of a hat. In the week ahead,
you may learn that a partner is a
financial genius.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Be
alert for finely tuned fine print. The
ability to adapt to new situations
and rethink your position is your
best asset. Don’t get sidetracked by
differences of opinion or tempted by
get-rich schemes this week.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Past problems might re-emerge
and require your attention as this
week unfolds. Someone’s mood or
gloomy outlook could squash your
exuberance so it may be wise to
wait for better timing to proceed.

MR. MORRIS
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By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Davey Jones

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

DID YOU KNOW?
• The U.S. government didn’t officially confirm the existence of Area 51
until 2013.
• In Medieval times, people accused of crimes could ask for a trial by
“ordeal,” where they stick their hands in boiling water, and if innocent, God
would stop them from burning. Priests would secretly cool the water beforehand if they thought the person was innocent.
• The rules for playing basketball in North Korea are different. Slam dunks
are three points, “nothing but net” shots are four points and teams lose
points when they miss free throws.
• In 2015, a Chinese woman who had been missing for a decade and
presumed dead was discovered to have been living in internet cafes.

THE MIDDLETONS

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers
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